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1. Reference: Exhibit B-15-1 Expert Evidence page 2 

Q3. By whom have you been retained in this proceeding? 

A3. The Brnttle Group has been retained by British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority 

(BC Hydro). 

Q4. What assignment were you given in this proceeding? 

A4. \Ve were asked to address two questions concerning the written evidence ofl'vlr. David 

Craig, submitted in this proceeding by the Commercial Energy Consumers Association 

of British Columbia (the CEC). The questions we address are set out in a letter from 

BC Hydro's counsel, appended to this evidence ns Attachment 3, and are quoted in full 

in the body of our written evidence below. 

We are aware that we owe a Duty of Independence, as described in Attachment 3, and 

confinn that we have prepared this report in accordance with the Duty oflndependence. 

If called upon to give ornl or written testimony, \Ve will give that testimony in 

confonnity with the Duty of Independence. 

1.1 Please provide a description of the Brattle Group's specific knowledge of BC Hydro, BC 
Hydro's planning processes and its regulatory history. 

1.2 Is the Brattle Group aware of the initial impetus behind the Capital Review proceeding? 

1.2.1 If yes, please provide the Brattle Group's understanding of the impetus behind the 
Capital Review proceeding. 
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2. Reference: Exhibit B-15, Expert Evidence page 3 

l'vfr. Craig's evidence emphasizes the Commission's role m relation to the cost

effectiveness of BC Hydro's capital spending. However, it also appears to conflate 

control of BC Hydro costs with assessing cost-effectiveness of proposed projects. The 

latter is part of the Commission's role but the former, control of costs. is not. 

2.1 Please confirm that it is the Brattle Group's understanding that the Commission has a 
responsibility to ensure that BC Hydro's overall costs are prudently incurred and that 
rates are fair, just and reasonable. 

2.2 Please confirm that controlling costs and benefits is a key element of managing cost
effectiveness and the prudence of expenditures. 

2.3 Please confirm that it is the Brattle Group's understanding that the Commission would 
need information about BC Hydro's control of costs and benefits to exercise its 
responsibilities. 

3. Reference: Exhibit B-15-1, Expert Evidence page 5 

A key role of energy regulators is to ensure that rates charged for utility service c1re just 

and rec1so11able. As part of ensuring tlrnt rates are just and reasonable, regulators want 

to nrnke sure that utilities do not recover in rates the costs of investments that were 

unrelated to providing utility service or which were unnecessary or wc1ste±hl. Such 

investments would be judged imprudent. Imprudent capital expenditure is not 

consistent with just and reasonable rates, so regulcltors will review capital expenditure 

incuned before authorizing the corresponding capital additions to be included in rate 

bc1se. This is an after-the-fact review focused on the prndence standard. While prudence 

reviews take place c1iter a decision has been implemented. they are necessarily forward

looking in the sense that they should use only information available to the utility at the 

time decisions were taken. 

3.1 Please provide the considerations that a regulator should consider in an after-the-fact 
prudence review. 

3.2 Please discuss the types of issues that would reasonably characterize a project as being 
imprudent. Please consider how pre-existing project approval, and spending within the 
project budget would typically be considered in a prudency review. 

{01301570;1} 
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4. Reference: Exhibit B-15-1 Expert Evidence page 6 

Regulators often have a role in relation to longer term strategic pfons. For example, a 

utility may have identified a long-term need to replace aging generation resources, and 

it may have choices over the type of replacement capacity to procure. Some 

stakeholders might advocate procnring coal capacity because coal is expected to be 

cheap: others may aclvocnte gas-fired capacity because emissions are lower; while still 

others might advocate a mix of renevvables and other resources. Consideration of such 

strategic options typically takes place in an IRP process. The IRP process is focused on 

long-term strategy and does not usually result in approval of specific projects. Rather, 

subsequent project approval processes may include testing how proposed projects 

contribute to or are consistent with the approved IRP. 

Regulators also often have a role in approving certnin projects before they are 

implemented. The utility may identify that new capacity ,vill be needed in future-for 

example, a constraint on the network or a declining margin between peak demand and 

peak supply. There may be more than one option for delivering the needed new 

capacity, where the options have different characteristics. For example, one project 

might be more expensive but have more favourable environmental characteristics. The 

regulator may have a role in evaluating alternatives to a proposed project as part of the 

approval process before the project is implemented. 

4.1 Would the Brattle Group agree that adoption of a particular 'strategy' can have 
significant financial implications for future capital expenditures? Please discuss and 
consider the relevance when capital projects are justified on the basis of adhering to a 
previously-determined 'strategy'. 

4.2 Is it the Brattle Group's understanding that the Commission, in its approval role would 
find value in understanding BC Hydro's strategies and how they change over time? 
Please discuss. 

4.3 Would the Brattle Group agree that for projects being implemented under a given 
strategy, the options or alternatives for review may change if the strategy changes? 

4.4 Please have the Brattle Group review the BC Hydro strategies referenced in Schedule K 
of the BC Hydro RRA 2020-2021 and comment on what additional information the 
Brattle Group would need to properly understand the strategy and to evaluate if the 
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strategy is the best strategy available and whether or not it would optimize value to BC 
Hydro's customers and the public interest. 

4.5 Would the Brattle Group agree that a long-term strategy relating to capital expenditures 
should optimize the value from capital costs and benefits? Please explain. 

4.6 What process should a regulator, in the Brattle Group's view, use to evaluate whether or 
not the company's strategies have been prudent? 

4.6.1 If a regulator determines that a strategy is less than optimal and results in the 
undertaking of projects that are compliant with the strategy, but are generally not 
the most cost-effective option, how should the regulator address these issues? 

4.7 What criteria would the Brattle Group use to determine the frequency of review for BC 
Hydro for strategies to be assessed by the regulator for cost-effectiveness? Please 
explain. 

4.8 Would the Brattle Group agree that one objective of the Commission's oversight of BC 
Hydro strategies should be to determine the degree to which BC Hydro is improving and 
optimizing the value from its strategies? 

5. Reference: Exhibit B-15-1, Expert Evidence page 7 

{01301570;1} 

Q8. In BC Hydro's case, does the Commission need to be concerned about anticipated 

levels of capital expenditure as it relates to future rates paid by customers? 

A.8. Anticipated levels of capital expenditure for different options are inputs to an 

nssessment of which option is the most cost-effective. However, anticipnted levels of 

capital expenditure do not ultimately influence the level of costs recovered from 

customers. BC Hydro's rates are trued-up such that rates ultimately only reflect actual 

capital expenditure. In particular. if actual capital expenditure turns out to be lower than 

the anticipated level, then that difference is returned to customers by reducing rates. It 

does not accrne to BC Hydro as increased rehm1s. In contrast with BC Hydro's 

situation. many other utilities are governed by a reguliitory frmne,vork in ,vhich rates 

are set to recover anticipated capital expenditnres and are not trued up (retrospectively) 

for differences between achrnl and anticipated expenclihires. For these utilities it is 

necessary for regulntors to assess the cost-effectiveness of the planned level of capital 

expenclihll'e, since for these utilities the planned level of capital expenclihll'e is reflected 

in rates. 
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Q9. ·when would such concerns arise? 

A9. Concerns about the level of anticipated capital expenditure reflected in rates arise in 

jurisdictions where the trne up for differences between anticipated and actual 

expenditure is infrequent and is not retrospective. Great Britain, Australia, New 

Zealand, California amL to an extent. Alberta are examples of jurisdictions where actual 

capital expenditure below anticipated levels would result in increased returns for tbe 

utility. 

5 .1 Would the Brattle Group agree that anticipated levels of capital expenditures and their 
cost-effectiveness may influence Commission decision-making and therefore could 
influence the levels of costs allowed into rates? 

5 .1.1 If not, please explain why not. 

5 .2 Would the Brattle Group agree that poor capital expenditure decision-making can have a 
direct impact on customer rates? Please explain why or why not. 

6. Reference: Exhibit B-15-1, Expert Evidence page 8 and page 9 and 10 

Qll. Is it possible to achieve the same effect- encouraging the utilit)' to control costs -

through regulatory oversight of capital expenditure plans? 

Al 1. No. Controlling capital costs involves identifying worthwhile initiatives that have a 

good chance ofreducing costs, and managing their successful implementation. This is 

the function of utility management, and regulators typically do not try to second guess 

management decisions because they do not have the staff expertise and other resources 

to be effective in doing so. 

{01301570;1) 

The Commission's oversight of the costs and importantly the benefits 
of these expenditures can lead to improvements of BC Hydro's cost
effectiveness. Over 10 years the total capital expenditures may involve 
over $220 billion. If the oversight of the BC Hydro cost-effectiveness 
results in a l % improvement on $10 billion of expenditures this could 
be worth $100 million of benefit for each 1 % or $10 billion to which it 
nrny be applicable. The benefit potential for ratepayers of improved 
Commission oversight could be $10s of millions. 
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In the quoted extract the CEC makes clear that it is talking about the benefit to 

ratepayers of controlling costs rnther than cost-effectiveness as that tenn is used in 

Commission proceedings to approve major projects. Existing processes already provide 

for the approval of the most cost-effective major projects nnd for imprndent costs to be 

excluded from recovery in rates. Success in controlling costs would benefit ratepayers, 

but this is a function of utility management. 

6.1 Please confirm that the regulators have a responsibility to ensure that the Utility has an 
opportunity to achieve a fair return on its investment and a responsibility to ratepayers to 
ensure that rates are fair, just and not unduly discriminatory. 

6.2 Would the Brattle Group agree that in ensuring that rates are fair, just and not unduly 
discriminatory, the Commission has an obligation to understand whether or not capital 
expenditure costs and benefits are managed appropriately and prudently by the utility? 

6.3 Would the Brattle Group agree that in ensuring that rates are fair, just and not unduly 
discriminatory the Commission has an obligation to ensure that the Utility is developing 
the 'most cost-effective strategies' and projects in its capital planning processes? Please 
explain. 

7. Reference: Exhibit B-15-1, Expert Evidence page 8 and 9 

{01301570;1} 
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Q12. What do you understand by the term "cost-effective" as that term is used by the 

Commission in its decision-making on major projects'? 

Al 2. "Cost-effective'' is a term that can have different meanings in different contexts. In one 

context, implemeutntion of a particulnr project might be said to be cost-effective if the 

work was done without incurring any mmecessary cost, or if the overall cost of the 

project was minimized (without compromising the project's scope). In a different 

context, one optio11 might be said to be more co~t-effective than another option if the 

fo1111er had a better overall balance of costs and benefits than the latter. In this second 

context. the more cost-effective option is not necessarily the option with the lower 

expected financial cost. The more cost-effective option might cost more but have a 

better environmental outcome, for example, or it might have higher capital cost but 

have a longer expected economic life and lower expected lifetime costs once 

maintenance is included. 

\Ve understnnd that when the Commission nses the tenn "cost-effective" in its clecision

making, it is referring to the second context described above: where there is n choice 

between several different options, the Commission will ::ipprove the most cost-effective 

option (even iftlrnt option does not hnve the lowest expected cost). 1 

For example: "The principal distinction between most cost-effective and least-cost is the scope of 
consideration.s that are relevant. In the context of this Decision, most cost-effective includes 
cousiderntion of project characteristics such as reliability, dispatclrnbility, timing. and location as well 
as the cost or price. in the case of an EPA. Least-cost is taken to only include cost or price 
consiclerations."(BCUC. Decision and Order No. G-55-03. September 8, 2003. p. 77): "The rnsk is not 
to select the lea,t cost project. but to select the most cost-effective project. Therefore, as suggested by 
BC Hydro. reliability, safety. schedule. financing mrnngernents nud other factor, itemized in the VIGP 

In this evidence, when we use the term "cost-effective" we are referring to the choice 

bet,veen severnl different options that have different expected costs and different 

charncteristics. In order to avoid confusion. when we refer to the idea that utilities 

should i111plc>11Je11r chosen projects without incurring unnecessary costs we use the term 

"cost control". \Vhen we refer to Commission proceedings to approve major projects, 

we are referring to CPCN and Section 44.2 proceedings. 2 

7.1 Would the Brattle Group agree that an appropriate definition of 'cost-effective' is that the 
benefits outweigh the cost of the project? 

7 .1.1 If not, please explain why not 

7.2 Would the Brattle Group agree that improving the cost effectiveness of an activity, 
strategy, project or anything else would result in an improvement in the benefit/cost 
ratio? 

{01301570;1} 
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7.2.1 If not, please explain why not. 

7.3 Would the Brattle Group agree that projects should not be undertaken if the benefits of 
the projects, however they may be measured (i.e. including risk reduction, workflow 
improvements, etc.) do not outweigh the costs of undertaking the project? 

7.3.1 If not, please explain why not. 

7.4 Please confirm that a comparison of cost-effectiveness, using the definition above, would 
examine comparative levels of cost-effectiveness i.e. a project would be 'more' cost 
effective if it had a higher ratio of benefit to cost vs. the other, and a project would be 
'most cost effective' if it had the highest ratio of benefit to cost of all the options. 

7.5 Please have the Brattle Group review BC Hydro's primary metric for tracing its cost 
performance (B-15, Page 15, Figure 5) and comment on whether or not, given the cost
effectiveness objective, BC Hydro and the Commission might benefit from tracking cost
effectiveness metrics, as BC Hydro is proposing to do (reference: B-15, pages 34-35). 

8. Reference: Exhibit B-15-1, Expert Evidence page 9 

Q13. ,vhen "cost-effective" and related terms are used in :\fr. Craig's evidence, what 

is implied by those terms? 

Al3. It appears that when "cost-effective" is used in l\fr. Craig's evidence, the term 

sometimes means "cost-effective" as the Conunission uses the term in CPCN 

proceedings. and sometimes the term means "cost control". For example, Mr. Craig's 

evidence states "The ('EC provides in Part I of the evidence a set of templates for 

qnnntitntively representing BC Hydro's cost-effectiveness in managing and plnnning 

capital expenditures nnd investments. "3 "Planning'' of capital expenclihll'es could 

include both cost-effectiveness and cost control, but "managing" capitnl expenditures 

seems to focus on cost control. Furthermore. Mr. Craig's recommendations are for 

ongoing nnmrnl filings ncross the utility as n whole, whereas cost-effectiveness is 

focused on optio11s and a choice between specific projects. In addition, in response to 

an information request about cost-effectiveness of capital investments, the CEC snid: 4 

{ 01301570;1} 

The Commission's oversight of the costs and importantly the benefits 
of these expenclih1res can lead to improvements of BC Hydro's cost
effectiveness. Over l O years the total capital expenditures may involve 
over $220 billion. If the oversight of the BC Hydro cost-effectiveness 
results in a l % improvement on $10 billion of expenditures this could 
be worth $100 million of benefit for each l %i or $10 billion to which it 
may be npplicable. The benefit potential for ratepayers of improved 
Commission oversight could be $1 Os of millions. 
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8.1 Please provide specific evidence that the term cost-effectiveness is only related to 
'options and a choice between specific projects' and does not have broader application. 

8.2 How should the regulator determine if the Utility management has capable planning 
processes, resulting in the most cost-effective strategies and projects being provided for 
review? Please explain. 

8.3 If the regulator is unable to determine whether or not the Utility has highly-capable 
planning processes, how should the regulator proceed when provided with strategies 
and/or projects for approval? Please explain. 

9. Reference: Exhibit B-15-1, Expert Evidence page 10 

Ql-1. Is there aJI)' connection between cost-effectiveness, as the Commission uses that 

term in majo1· project proceedings, and prudence'? 

Al4. Yes. There is a connection in the sense that both cost-effectiveness and prndence should 

be forward-looking assessments (when properly conducting a prudence review, the 

regulator will assess the decision from the point of view of utility mmrngement at the 

time the decision was taken, using only information that management knew or ought 

to have kuown at that time). If a regulator had approved a project as cost-effective. and 

the project was implemented ns anticipated, the regulator would not reject it for 

inclusion in rates due to irnprndence even if unanticipated changes in business or 

market conditions occmTed such that the project became less cost-effective after the 

foct. In short, an assessment of cost-effectiveness is undertaken before a project is 

completed, whereas prndence is properly a forward-looking assessment undertaken 

afterwards without resort to hindsight review, 

Q15. Is it possible that a project approved as cost-effective could nonetheless be subject 

to a prndence review and cost disallowance subsequently'? 

A 15. Yes. If a utility were impmdent in implementing a particular project after the project 

was approved as cost-effective, such as iu the case of an imprudent cost overnm, the 

costs of such imprnclence should be exclnclecl from rntes_ 

9.1 In the Brattle Group's view, if a regulator had approved a project with inadequate 
information or misleading information, and the project turned out to be ill-conceived in 
light of adequate information available at the time but not provided to the Commission, 
though properly executed, should the regulator reject the expenditures as being 
imprudent? Please explain. 

(01301570;1) 
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10. Reference: Exhibit B-15-1, Expert Evidence page 15 

Q24. Assume that BC Hydro's planning process does not result in imprudent spending. 

\Vould it be possible for additional or improved Commission oversight to find 

ways of improving cost-effectiveness? 

A.24. No. Cost-effectiveness concerns the selection of the right project m a given 

circumstance. That is addressed through the CPCN and Section 44.2 processes. and Ivfr. 

Craig's evidence does not express concerns that these processes are not operating as 

intended. Cost c011rro! in relation to project implementation could perhaps be improved, 

but cost control is different from cost effectiveness, ns we explained above. 

10.1 Assume that BC Hydro's planning processes do not provide for the most cost-effective 
solutions to be developed as a result of embedded practices that may misinterpret the 
circumstances and confine the options being considered. Is it the Brattle Group's view 
that the Commission could not request or require BC Hydro to improve the cost
effectiveness of the projects by understanding the management processes that lead to the 
inadequate consideration of options? 
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